Abstract. Extraction of lung tumors is a fundamental step for further quantitative analysis of the tumor, but is challenging for juxta-pleural tumors due to the adhesion to the pleurae. An automatic algorithm for segmentation of juxta-pleural tumors based on the analysis of the geometric and morphological features was proposed. Initially, the lung is extracted by means of thresholding using 2D Otsu's method. Next a center point is suggested to find a starting point and endpoint of outward facing pleura. A model based on the variation of incline angle was adopted to identify potentially affected regions, and to full segment juxta-pleural tumors. The results were compared with the manual segmentation by two radiologists. Averaged for ten experimental datasets, the accuracy calculated by Dice index between the results of the algorithm and by the two radiologists is 91.2%. It indicates the proposed method has comparable accuracy with the experts (the inter-observer variability is 92.4%), but requests much less manual interactions. The proposed algorithm can be used for segmenting juxta-pleural tumors from CT images, and help improve the diagnosis, pre-operative planning and therapy response evaluation.
Introduction
Segmentation of lung cancer from CT images is a crucial and challenging task, and is an important pre-condition for computer-aided diagnosis systems. In recent years, various methods have been proposed for lung and lung tumor segmentation and recognition including thresholding methods, deformable boundary-based methods, shape-based methods and edge-based methods [1] .
Among the segmentation techniques, automatic thresholding methods are most widely used, owing to their simple implementation and low time complexity [2] . In [3] , an iterative thresholding-based technique is introduced to acquire an initial lung area. The morphological opening and closing opera-tions were used to refine this initial segmentation. In [4] , an adaptive fuzzy threshold is used to segment the lungs from CT data followed by smoothing of the segmented lung contour through Gaussian smoothing.
Besides thresholding, active contour models have been applied extensively to image segmentation. There are several desirable advantages of active contour models over classical image segmentation methods, such as edge detection and region growing methods [5] . In [6] , a 2D parametric deformable model approach is employed to extract the lung fields. In their framework, the deformable boundary is initialized based on a threshold estimated from CT data, and the lung borders are used as an external force to constrain the deformable model evolution. In [7] , the lungs were segmented using a 3D Active Shape Model (ASM) matching process and a globally optimal surface finding method to obtain a refined and smoothed segmentation.
Lung tumors often distort the surrounding anatomical structures such as the pleural surface and vasculature. It is especially true for juxta-pleural tumors where a significant portion of the neoplasm is connected to the pleural surface [8] . Several methods have been suggested to detect the juxta-pleural pathological areas in chest CT images. In [9, 10] , the methods are proposed that used a boundary correction algorithm based on the convex hull operation and ray casting. Its novelty lies in the fact that it corrects the lung border in a geometric way and can reliably include juxta-pleural nodules and pulmonary vessels. Kim et al. [11] used a contour-following method that tracked the segmented lung boundaries to detect a seed area with texture features of an actual juxta-pleural nodule. However, texture features alone do not sufficiently define juxta-pleural nodules. Tumors can be segmented more accurately by their position and geometric features. Gurcan et al. [12] designed a method for the indentation detection that computes the ratio between the geodesic distances of two points on the border and the Euclidean distance of the line segment formed by the same two points. Korfiatis et al. [13] combined the wavelet edge highlighting and a 3D grey level thresholding using minimum error technique [14] . Moreover, level set model had been considered an important kinds of methods to lung tumor segmentation [15, 16] .
In this paper, an automated lung and juxta-pleural tumor segmentation algorithm is proposed, using morphological feature analysis of lung wall and shape analysis-based methods. A point of reference is introduced that is used in the morphological features analysis of the lung wall, named "center point" in this work.
Materials and methods

Initial segmentation of lung boundary and selection of a center point
At first, two potential thresholds (T ଵ and T ଶ ) are automatically determined from histogram analysis of CT images. As shown in Figure 1 , T ଵ is the minimum value in concave section between of two high convex, and T ଶ is the point owing the minimum gradient on the right half boundary of the second convex. Based on T ଵ and T ଶ , two optimal thresholds (T ଵ୫ and T ଶ୫ ) can be obtained according to 2D Otsu's method. The 2D-Otsu method has a better performance, especially for images with low SNR and low contrast, by utilizing the gray level and spatial information of the pixels [17] .
T ଵ୫ is used to segment the lung field and get the lung boundary. T ଶ୫ is aimed to get the point in vertebrae region with the highest vertical coordinate, named "center point". Due to the anatomical nature, this vertebrae area usually appears near the center in the lung CT image. From the binary image obtained by thresholding of T ଶ୫ , the center point is used to determine the endpoint of the lung boundary in the resampling of lung wall. The point is obtained through the following process:
1. Obtain coordinates of all objects (i.e. all white connected sets) in the binary image.
2. Obtain objects in the center band of the binary image. 3. Examine the size (i.e., number of coordinates) in these objects, and select the largest object. 4. Obtain the top point coordinate of the selected object; this point will be referred to as the center point ( Figure 2 ).
Resampling of the lung boundary
In this section, the lung boundaries of pleura are divided evenly into smaller parts (nodes) with equal length for incline angle analysis of each node. The lung boundary resampling is performed from the point with the highest y-coordinate of each pulmonary boundary to the nearest point of the outside boundary from the center point. In this paper, the resampling interval was set to 20 pixels based on experimental results. Several lung boundaries that were broken by this method are shown in Figure 3 . 
Morphological feature analysis of lung wall
In the resampled lung boundary, the incline angle in each node is studied. In here, the incline angle (α) of a node is defined as the value of the angle between the line segment of two consecutive points on the edge and a reference direction. The incline angle of each node is calculated using the following expression.
where (x i , y i ) is the coordinate of resampling points in the each lung wall. In the investigation on typical CT images, the incline angle is relatively even and constant ( Figure  4 .a). Analysis of pathological CT images shows a more complicated pattern due to the variation in the shape, as shown in Figure 4 (b).
Automatic localization and segmentation of juxta-pleural tumor areas
Finding of juxta-pleural tumor area
An important portion of the lung segmentation process is to identify the regions with increased changes in their incline angles. In this section, the areas where the changes occur are identified by means of a simple threshold T :
where ݊ is number of nodes, α is the incline angle in each node, T ୟ୬୪ୣ is used to acquire start (or begin) and end points of sections with excessive change.
The end point of a section with excessive change is identified using the following conditions:
While selecting the end point of change section, the node interval between of P and P ௗ has to be more than two nodes.
Segmentation of juxta-pleural tumor area
The juxta-pleural tumor sections are identified on the initial pulmonary boundary. The tumor is separated from the wall by forecasting the lung shape. In this paper, the following method for the prediction of the actual lung shape is used. First, the prediction angle in the starting location of the section with change is computed, and the further angles are extrapolated from that to arrive at the end point of the suspected section, see Figure 5 .
Experimental result and analysis
In this section, the proposed algorithm is evaluated by means of experiments. For the evaluation, 50 abnormal cases containing at least one juxta-pleural nodule per case were selected. Figure 6 shows several examples of the separated nodes and their inclination angles.
The proposed method is analyzed compared to the manual segmentation by two experienced radiologists. The analysis results are shown in Table 1 . Table1 shows experimental results of 10 cases of juxta-pleural lung tumors. Segmented tumor area is described by the number of pixels. The results are evaluated using the Dice index defined below.
It is found that, averaged for ten experimental datasets, the accuracy calculated by Dice index between the results of the algorithm and by the radiologists is 91.2%. It indicates the proposed method has comparable accuracy with the experts (the inter-observer variability is 92.4%), but requests much less manual interactions.
Discussion
In this paper, a new segmentation method for juxta-pleural tumors based on analysis of the incline angle of pulmonary wall is presented and a prediction model for the lung form is proposed. The seg-mentation algorithm of the juxta-pleural tumor area based in the incline angle analysis of the lung boundary suggested in this paper is widely applicable to CT images. In this present study, only images of an axial plane in the lung CT volume have been investigated and evaluated. Future work will include improvements to this process and expansion to 3D volumes, and build an efficient CAD system for medical diagnosis and treatment.
Conclusion
In this paper, the following problems were addressed: a. In the initial segmentation of chest CT image, the method of generating the candidate threshold is proposed to reduce the computational complexity.
b. A center point is proposed to determine the endpoint of lung boundary. c. According to the incline angle change of a lung wall, an automatic localization and segmentation method for juxta-pleural tumor areas is proposed.
d. The tumor area is segmented using a prediction model on based shape analysis of the lung wall. This automated juxta-pleural tumor localization and segmentation method utilizes CT intensity distribution and morphological features. Comparisons between the results from the algorithm and the radiologists have shown a Dice coefficient of 91.2% in average.
